
RTI NOTICE: 2022-04-20
ILLEGAL CONDUCT TO EXTORT BY LOSTSERVER GROUP
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Activity to extort RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED in
a fraud prohibited by TEXAS TITLE 8 Section 37.03 "aggravated
perjury" continues in overt acts November 14 2021 and April 4 
2022 commercial identity theft.

Contractors responsible are known competitors named in a 
letter of extortion made Sept 7 2011 and public fraud using 
ATLANTIC.NET and SHARKTECH.NET servers at COGENT 
COMMUNCICATIONS, an NTT CORPORATION, in April 2022.

Threats incorporate REYKJAVICK (ICELAND), DALLAS (TEXAS), 
ONTARIO (CANADA), and ANN ARBOR (MICHIGAN)  services 
known to be associated with LOSTSERVER and now 
LOOPBACK0.NETWORK domains employed in the child taking 
and concealment violating ORDERED POSSESSION.

The fraud supports a 2002-2019 human trafficking complaint 
against employees of ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES, TEK 
SYSTEMS, TERRABOX, COGENT COMMUNICATIONS, NTT 
AMERICA, PCH.NET and parent group NTT GROUP of Japan.

Ongoing fraud appears intent on protecting FAIRWAY 
INDEPDENDENT MORTGAGE COMPANY of Lewisville (Texas) 
from civil counter-suit in abuse to take, conceal, and injure a 
child for commercial extortion of a registered Oklahoma 
business and false prospectus to extort credit and securities 
fraud formally alleged in pattern of abuse from 2009-2022.
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Effort  to  defraud  the  public  in  this  matter  is  ongoing,  and  under
$16,000,000  civil  suit  for  violation  of  Section  314  of  the  Uniform
Interstate Family Support Act.

Contractors of ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES, TEK SYSTEMS account
manager, TERRABOX, and other firms pretending to be employees and
equity  owners  of  the  prior  firm  are  named  in  that  complaint,  in  a
pattern of sexual harassment and fraud to extort and blackmail in overt
acts violating Federal Law. 

Threats against employees and customers are consistent in this pattern
of abuse, and already under criminal complaint. 

False claims in that matter began in 1999, concerning fraud and theft
by check warrant for A.S. served at 925 E 9th Street in Ada, Oklahoma;
and have been reported to  the Oklahoma Tax Commission as  fraud
since that first report.

The Extortion Letter mailed to 72 attorneys Sept 7 2011 naming the
prior parties is on file in THE PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT COURT. 

Additional fraud January 28 2022 in identity theft letter was released to
extort  March  3rd  2022,  one  day  after  the  death  of  the  child's
grandmother by the contractor named in the complaint and ORDERED
POSSESSION  violation,  a  premeditated  child  taking  to  perpetual
concealment and commercial advantage across State borders denied all
judicial  review  and  ordinary  trial  not  done,  a  Kelly  v  Kelly  (2007,
Oklahoma Supreme Court "automatic mistrial") violation.

Ongoing harassment using 3 false identities to extort are now under
complaint, impersonating a HALLIBURTON employee in April 2022 and
wirtten public offer of sale of references for $5000 USD per hire. 

This harassment has led to the cancellation of a pilot program for the
community  after  2  years  of  development,  in  ongoing  industrial
interference and false claims to extort based on the prior ROBERT HALF
TECHNOLOGIES employee fraud and false public claims. 

Use of Cogent Communications to host these frauds at 'atlas', 'titan',
'patriot', 'harpoon', and 'saturn' servers - implicate the previous abuse
with the present 2021 and 2022 actions supporting abuse of a child to
extort by competitor services abuse of obtained body camera footage.
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Such  use  of  law  enforcement  video  and  medical  and  personal
identifying information to extort in fraud concealing a child, distribution
after the fact on YOUTUBE to extort and circulation with harassment of
the alienated parent at their place of work and to blackmail, and illegal
search  attempt  of  our  commercial  office  following  sexual  threats  on
TWITCH INTERACTIVE INC.

Abuse incorporates additional incidents of destruction of U.S. Mail  in
five vehicle strikes on Oklahoma busienss offices of the firm.

Abuse  further  incorporates  now  confirmed  theft  of  U.S.  Mail  in
December 2021 as of a January 2022 U.S. Postal Inspector letter.

COGENT COMMUNICATIONS per Security Exchange Commission (SEC)
public  record  is  an NTT Group  entity  and  a  liability  of  NTT GROUP
assumed in use of the prior identity in threats.

The purpose of such fraud appears to impair ORDERED POSSESSION of
a  child  for  commercial  advantage and to  gain  express  cited  written
account of commercial employment in DALLAS TEXAS, DENTON TEXAS,
and ANN ARBOR MICHIGAN; in combination with violation of Oklahoma
Constitution  ARTICLE  XXIII  section  XXIII-1A  and  the  Emmett  Till
Antilynching Act (18 USC 241 Revised April 2022).
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Resulting  discovery  warrants  termination  of  service  to  NORWAY,  THE
NETHERLANDS, SWEDEN, DENMARK, and ICELAND for fraud to extort in
an  ongoing  child  trafficking  and  intellectual  property  fraud  themed
FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE violating Federal Civil Procedure Rule 18b.

Use  of  Children  to  Extort  Intellectual  Property  Taking,  Sale,  Export
Illegally, or other false title void all obligations and treaty enforcement by
the victims of commercial genocide activity evident in this racist activity
against Native American communities and persons in Indian Territory.

Use of impersonation of persons both living and dead to circulate a false
guardianship, styled upon a simple medical power of attorney over the
deceased family of the victim, are both incredible evidence of criminal
malice of forethought, and fraud voiding all  agreements of civil  nature
with those nations, their franchise activty in this fraud, and agency.

NATION OF JAPAN and PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, represented by
peer  organizations  assisting  NTT  in  this  abuse,  appear  to  be  the
beneficiaries of this export and patent infringement activity in industrial
espionage spanning August 2001 to 2022.  Collateral claims of intellectual
property by such sovereign nations will therefore be disbarred by the firm.

Specific competitors "SOFTBANK GROUP CORP" and "TENCENT HOLDING
CO LTD" in joint leadership with "UBER" and "ALIBABA GROUP" appear to
be primary claimants in this  conduct,  a subcontracting of  NTT GROUP
agency in STATE OF MICHIGAN and ANN ARBOR incorporated City, from
which  TEK  SYSTEMS,  TERRABOX,  and  ROBERT  HALF  TECHNOLOGIES
employees were then subcontracted and employed in harassing activity to
defraud Oklahoma companies and damage securities knowingly and in a
pattern of extortion to defraud and impair credit and by false prospectus
upon the taking, concealment, and abuse of a child to extort in public
fraud.

EMPLOYEES  OF  THE  PRIOR  FIRMS  are  therefore  BARRED  from  all
communication  and  contact  with  RACCOON  TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED,  its  employees,  and  their  families  citing  fraud  to
impersonate such persons and blackmail activity in the concealment and
abuse  of  a  child  to  extort,  incorporating  HIPAA  and  GDPR  violations
afforded  by  ATLANTIC.NET  and  SHARKTECH.NET  services  and  claims;
alleged  material  accessory  after  the  fact  in  the  child  taking  and
concealment to defraud themed in complaint a human trafficking activity.
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TECHNICAL COMMENTARY

It  appears  in  review,  that  depref.net  users  in  ICELAND,  a  client  of  a
domain  hosted  by  ATLANTIC.NET  and  SHARKTECH.NET,  which  are
actually hosted on atlas.cogentco.com servers themed in the prior 2011
extortion and blackmail attempts including violence and murder described
in  2007-2013  threats  to  the  Oklahoma  business  owner  and  private
investigator  and  Board  of  Directors;  did  January  28  2022  make  false
report of a demand to obtain surveillance footage and to release March
3rd 2022 such footage to blackmail.

The  companies  appear  to  be  licensees  of  an  IBM Redhat  Inc.  server
product, and fraudulently style such technology derived from work by our
firm as proprietary product owned and exclusive to their company; which
are simply basic services and terms in the public regarding the underlying
Linux operating system.

This  pattern  follows  a  prior  use  of  "WINSOCK"  and  other  terms  like
"LOOPBACK" to falsify brands and seek credit for common applications, in
a  fraud  to  extort  and  conceal  software  piracy  in  abuse  of  employer
services and attacks upon computer networks in 2001, 2008, and 2017-
2022  in  concealment  and  abduction  of  a  child  violating  ORDERED
POSSESSION, a right not subject civil interference (Blacks Law, 11th Ed).

Human trafficking and false claims of proprietary ownership of terms to
suggest or assert a monopoly are crimes in the State of Oklahoma.

Activity in this  matter appears flagrant violation of "RIGHT TO WORK"
laws supported by Denmark and The Netherlands union activity, for which
a national sanction against foreign sovereign interference and blackmail to
extort commercial franchise are evident, premeditated, and genocidal in
language and nature toward the Native American people and ethnic traits
of  the  State  of  Oklahoma  and  Indian  Territory,  themed  on  white
supremacy arguments and "bad genes" and other "crazy Indian" racist
slurs employed to damage Native People's rights and carry out genocide.

Use of  identity  theft  and impersonation of  persons living and dead in
public  written  statements  to  defraud  and  offer  false  prospectus  of  a
United States "C" Corporation further affirms a right to impose sanctions
immediately  and  unconditionally  under  Title  22  and  Title  76  of  the
Oklahoma Statutory Code, to void all claims at law in Title 78 of those
sovereign nations employing these unlawful business tactics to defraud.
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